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Some absolute topological properties 
under monotone unions 
By TINUOYE M. ADENIRAN in Zaria (Nigeria)*) 
1. D e f i n i t i o n . A property P is said to be absolute under monotone unions 
(aumu) in a class # of topological spaces if, for any given Y and Xt (i= 1,2, ...) 
oo 
in c€, with J j C J i + 1 , the fact that each Xt has property P implies that U 
also has property P. 1 - 1 
Connectedness and arcwise (path) connectedness are absolute under monotone 
unions in the class e€a of all topological spaces. But local connectedness and discon-
nectedness are not so; as an example illustrating the former, consider the Warsaw 
71 
circle W, consisting of the curve sin— ( 0 < x ^ l ) , the interval ( — 1, + 1 ) of the y 
x 
axis and a simple curve joining the points (0, —1) and (1,0). Take as Xn the set 
W— \(x,y):y = sin —, 0 < i g - ; 
I X n\ 
then each Xt is locally connected but U Xt = W is not so. For an example illustrat-
i = l 
ing the latter, let P be the set of irrationals in E1 and let Q = {ri, > •••} 
enumeration of E1 — P. Let Pj = PI) {ri; r2, . . . , Each Pf is disconnected, but 
U P, = E1 is not. This last example also shows that the property of being 0-dimension-
;=i 
al is not aumu in the class of all topological spaces. 
By restricting <8a to the class of countable metric spaces, disconnectedness 
is aumu i n ^ 0 . This is a simple consequence of the well-known fact, that any non-void 
connected metric space has at least a continuum number of points. 
A further example for a property which is aumu is the property of being F„ 
in the class # a . But the property of being Gs is not aumu in c€a. This is well known, 
nevertheless we shall give a simple counter-example: 
Consider the real line El. A finite set of rationals is trivially Gd, but the set 
Q of rationals is not Gd in E1. This follows easily f rom the Baire category theorem 
and f rom the fact that Q is a set of first category in itself. 
*) The paper was substantially revised, with the author's subsequent consent, by L . G E H E R . 
(The Editor.) 
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2. The reader can easily see that a monotone union of T0 -spaces is a T0 -space. 
In this section we shall show that the property of being Ti is also aumu in any class 
^ while any separation axiom beyond this is not. We state the first assertion as 
T h e o r e m 1. The property of being a Tx -space is aumu in any class <S. 
P r o o f . Let Y be a topological space with the sequence {A';: A" ; cA' i + ,} of 
subsets of Y such that each X, is . Let X = U Xi and let x, y be two distinct 
; = I 
points of X. Then there exists, for some j£Z+, XjCX such that x,y£Xj. Since 
Xj,is r , t he r e exist open sets U\ K' in A^such that V',y£V',y$ V. Further-
more there exist open sets U, V in X such that UPiXj = U' and VC\Xj = V. 
Since x£ U'\ U, similarly y£ V. x£Xj and x$ V' imply that x$V, similarly y$U. 
We have thus found sets U, V open in X with * £ U, y £ V, x $ V and y$U. By defini-
tion, this entails that X is 7 \ and the theorem is proved. 
C o r o l l a r y . Let {X^. Xt (zXi+ t \ be a sequence of spaces such that each Xi is 
T2 (regular, Tychonojf, normal). Then |J Xi is at least Tx. 
;=i 
T h e o r e m 2. The property of being T2 is not aumu in (€a. 
P r o o f . Let / be the open unit interval (0, 1), and let 
( i ) xk = ( 0 x / ) u ( i x / ) u | - y x / ] u - u f 1 
Each Xk is a finite union of open intervals in E2 and since each / is T2, each Xk is 
OO 
also T2. So let X = \J X,. Topologize X as follows: On ^ - ( 0 X / ) use the usual 
i = 1 
topology on E1. For a neighbourhood of a point x in OX/, take an open interval 
f l ) 1 
in J of 0 X / containing x and all the —X7 with — < s, where s is an arbitrary 
[ j ) J 
positive real. Now let Pi and P2 be two distinct points of OX/ . It is easy to see that 
any open subset of X containing Py meets any other containing P2; we cannot 
therefore have two disjoint open sets containing Pt and P2 respectively; hence 
X — U Xi is not T2. — The same example shows: 
¡=i 
T h e o r e m 3. Any separation axiom implying T2 is not aumu in (€a. 
Each Xk in (1) is metrizable, but X is not normal, and therefore not metrizable. 
So we have: 
T h e o r e m 4. Metrizabiiity is not aumu in i?„. 
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